Known Data Migration Issues

Libraries to determine data clean-up priorities:
1. Determine what affects usability
2. Determine where to fix the data migration issues
3. Prioritize data migration issues

OLIS can run reports to identify the following data clean-up:
1. Bib records with items, but no holdings record
2. Bib records with duplicate OCLC numbers
3. Aleph subscription records (z16) that are not linked to Aleph purchase orders (z68)
4. HOL records that lack a sublibrary code, a collection code, and/or call number

Clean-up in Aleph:
1. Holding records that lack a sublibrary code, collection code, and/or call number
2. Bib records with duplicate OCLC numbers
3. Temporary locations in items records in Aleph – it will create both a permanent and temporary location in Alma (Custom 46 to find temp locations in Aleph). NOTE: review Footprints Public Knowledgebase 9261 for information on the history of why they appear in Aleph and how to address this issue. Further, to get a list of bib records for items with a Temporary Location box checked used custom-46 found in the Circulation module / Services / Custom Services – Items / List of Items in Temporary Location (custom-46). Note that bib records with STA values are not included in the output.
4. Delete bib records with any STA value including STA=DELETED that the campus does not want migrated
5. Holding records where the call number is in 852 $k and not 852 $h – not a high priority as it will still display, but it will display strangely.

Identify in Alma with clean-up in either Aleph or Alma:
1. Holding records with an 852 with more than one $b (make changes in Aleph, but can only locate in Aleph)

Clean-up in Alma post-migration:
1. Duplicate barcodes - no change in functionality, correct as you would now in Aleph
2. Item records without barcodes - no change in functionality, correct as you would now in Aleph
3. Aleph subscription records (z16) that are not linked to Aleph purchase orders (z68) – subscription records will migrate without order records and will be waiting for a renewal status in Alma – Check into this for Maureen

Alma will auto-correct:
1. Bib records with items with no holdings record – Alma will create HOL records based on information in the item record; sublibrary and collection code information is required for holdings record generation in Alma.

Known issues that do not map cleanly from Aleph to Alma without resolution:
1. Patron address data
2. Course reserves data (only 4 institutions migrated course reserves)